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A
AAS Historical Periodicals Collection: Series 1-5 (1694-1912)
ABI/Inform Complete [ProQuest]
ABI/Inform Dateline [ProQuest]
ABI/Inform Global [ProQuest]
ABI/Inform Trade & Industry [ProQuest]
Academic Award Winners Collection [EBSCO]
Academic OneFile [Gale]
Academic Search Ultimate [EBSCO]
ACLS Humanities E-Book Project
ACM Digital Library
African American Music Reference [Alexander Street Press]
African American Newspapers, 1827-1998
[Newsbank/Readex]
African American Periodicals, 1825-1995
[Newsbank/Readex]
AgEcon Search: Research in Agricultural and Applied Economics
AGRICOLA [EBSCO]
Agriculture Collection [Gale]
AMA Manual of Style [AMA & Oxford]
Ambrose Video
America: History and Life [EBSCO]
America's Historical Newspapers [Newsbank/Readex]
America's News: California [Newsbank]
American Bibliography of Slavic and East European Studies (ABSEES) [EBSCO]
American Chemical Society Journals [Journal Package]
American History in Video [Alexander Street Press]
American Indian Newspapers [Adam Matthew Digital]
American Institute of Physics/Scitation [Partial Journal Package]
American Music [Alexander Street Press]
American Periodicals Series – APS Online [ProQuest]
American Physical Society [APS] Journals
American Reference Books Annual (ARBA)
American State Papers [Readex]
Annual Reviews
Anthropology Plus [EBSCO]
AnthroSource [Partial Journal Package]
Archives of Sexuality & Gender: LGBTQ History and Culture Since 1940 pt.I & pt.II [Gale]
Art Full Text [EBSCO]
Art Index Retrospective: 1929-1984 [EBSCO] **2 users
ARTFL – Dictionnaire historique et critique
ARTFL – Encyclopédie de Diderot et d'Alembert
ARTFL – FRANTEXT
ARTFL – French Women Writers
ARTFL – Journal de Trévoux
ARTFL – Le Grand dictionnaire historique
ARTFL – Opera del Vocabolario Italiano (OVI) Database
ARTFL – Provençal Poetry
ARTFL – Textes de Français Ancien (TFA)
ARTstor
ASCE Library
ATLA Religion Database [EBSCO]

B
BBC Shakespeare (Ambrose Video)
Berg Fashion Library
Bibliography of the History of Art [ Getty/Free]
Biography and Genealogy Master Index [Gale]
Biography in Context [Gale]
BIOSIS Citation Index (ISI Ver.3.0)
Birds of North America
Book Review Digest Retrospective: 1905-1982 [EBSCO]
**2 users
Book Review Index Online Plus [Gale]
BOOM California
BrowZine
Business Collection [Gale]
Business Economics & Theory Collection [Gale]
Business Insights: Global [Gale]
Business Source Premier [EBSCO]

C
CAB ABSTRACTS [EBSCO] **2 users
Cabell's Directories of Publishing Opportunities
California Dept. of Education - Data & Statistics
Cambridge Histories Online
CHEMnetBASE – Combined Chemical Dictionary **2 users
CHEMnetBASE – Dictionary of Commonly Cited Compounds **2 users
CHEMnetBASE – Dictionary of Drugs **2 users
CHEMnetBASE – Dictionary of Food Compounds **2 users
CHEMnetBase – Dictionary of Inorganic and Organometallic Compounds **2 users
CHEMnetBase – Dictionary of Marine Natural Products **2 users
CHEMnetBase – Dictionary of Natural Products **2 users
CHEMnetBase – Dictionary of Organic Compounds **2 users
Chicano Database [EBSCO]
Children's Literature Comprehensive Database
Children's Literature Review [Gale]
ChiltonLibrary [Gale]
Choice Reviews
CINAHL Plus with Full Text [EBSCO]
Civil Engineering Database (ASCE)
Classical & Medieval Literature Criticism [Gale]
Classical Music in Video [Alexander Street Press]
Classical Music Library [Alexander Street Press]
Classical Music Reference Library [Alexander Street Press]
Classical Scores Library: Volumes I, II and III [Alexander Street Press]
ClinicalTrials.gov
Cochrane Library – Cochrane Central Register of Controlled Trials [EBSCO]
Cochrane Library – Cochrane Database of Systematic Reviews [EBSCO]
Cochrane Library – Cochrane Methodology Register [EBSCO]
Collegesource
Communication & Mass Media Complete [EBSCO]
International Nuclear Information System (INIS)
IPA Source

J
Jazz Music Library [Alexander Street Press]
Jewish Studies Source [EBSCO]
Johns Hopkins Online Guide to Literary Theory and Criticism
JoVE, the Journal of Visualized Experiments
JSTOR

K
Kanopy

L
LegalTrac [Gale]
LexisNexis
LGBTQ History & Culture since 1940 Archive pt. I & II [GALE]
Library, Information Science & Technology Abstracts – (LISTA) [EBSCO]
Linguistics and Language Behavior Abstracts [ProQuest]
Literature Criticism from 1400-1800 [Gale]
Literature Criticism Online [Gale]
Literature Online – LION [ProQuest]
Literature Resource Center [Gale]
Litfinder [Gale]
Loeb Classical Library
Los Angeles Times (1881-1991) [ProQuest] Historical Papers
Los Angeles Times (1985 - present) [ProQuest]
Lynda.com

M
Map and Aerial Locator Tool (MALT)
MathSciNet
Medieval and Early Modern Sources Online (MEMSO)
MEDLINE [ISI/ Web of Knowledge]
MEDLINE Plus
Mental Measurements Yearbook with Tests in Print [EBSCO] **4 users
Merck Index
Mergent First Research
Mergent Intellect
Mergent Online
Middle Search Plus [EBSCO]
Military and Intelligence [Gale]
MLA International Bibliography [EBSCO]
Morningstar Investment Research Center
Music & Performing Arts [Alexander Street Press]
Music Index [EBSCO]

N
National Center for Education Statistics (NCES)
National Criminal Justice Reference System (NCJRS)
National Technical Reports Library (NTIS)
Nature [NPG]
Naxos Music Library **7 users
Naxos Music Library Jazz **2 users
NBC Learn (Higher Ed)

Networked Digital Library of Theses and Dissertations Union Catalog (NDLTD)
New York Times (2015-present) [ProQuest]
New York Times Historical (1851-2013) [ProQuest]
NHS Economic Evaluation Database (Cochrane Library) [EBSCO]
Nineteenth Century Collections Online [Gale]
Nineteenth Century Literature Criticism [Gale]
Nineteenth Century U.S. Newspapers [Gale]
Nursing and Allied Health Collection [Gale]

O
OMIM – Online Mendelian Inheritance in Man [Entrez]
Open Access Theses and Dissertations (OATD)
Open Thesis [Free]
Opera in Video [Alexander Street Press]
Opposing Viewpoints in Context [Gale] **2 users
Oxford Art Online – Grove Art Online
Oxford English Dictionary Online
Oxford Music Online
Oxford Reference Online Premium **5 users

P
PAIS International [ProQuest]
Perseus Digital Library
Philosopher's Index [EBSCO]
Physical Education Index [ProQuest]
Physical Therapy & Sports Medicine Collection [Gale]
PILOTS (Published International Literature On Traumatic Stress) [ProQuest]
Plant Management Network
Poetry Criticism [Gale]
PolicyMap
Pop Culture Collection [Gale]
Population Index on the Web
Project Muse
ProQuest Congressional
ProQuest Newsstand
PsycArticles [EBSCO]
PsycBOOKS [EBSCO]
Psychology Collection [Gale]
PsycINFO [EBSCO]
PsycTESTS (APA PsycTESTS) [EBSCO]
PubMed

R
Readers' Guide Retrospective: 1890-1982 [EBSCO]
ReferenceUSA
Religion and Philosophy Collection [Gale]
RIA Checkpoint
RILM Abstracts of Music Literature [EBSCO] **1 user
Roper Center for Public Opinion Research
Royal Society of Chemistry Journals
S
Safari Tech Books Online
SAGE Journals Online (Partial Journal Package)
SAGE Research Methods
SAGE Research Methods Cases
SAGE Research Methods Datasets
SAGE Research Methods Video
Sanborn Maps 1879-1970 [ProQuest]
SciELO – Scientific Electronic Library Online
Science in Context [Gale]
Science Online
ScienceDirect (Partial Journal Package) [Elsevier]
SciFinder [Chemical Abstracts] *On-campus Use Only*
Shakespearean Criticism [Gale]
Short Story Criticism [Gale]
SIAM Digital Library [Society for Industrial and Applied Mathematics]
Slavery and Anti-Slavery, parts 1-4 [Gale]
Small Business Collection [Gale]
Smithsonian Global Sound **3 users
Social Services Abstracts [ProQuest]
Social Work Abstracts [EBSCO] **1 user
Sociological Abstracts [ProQuest]
Something About the Author [Gale]
Sourcebook of Criminal Justice Statistics
SPORTDiscus [EBSCO]
SpringerLink Online (Partial Journal Package)
Standard & Poor's Capital IQ NetAdvantage
Student Resources in Context [Gale]

T
Teacher Reference Center [EBSCO/Free]
The Times Digital Archive [Gale]
TOXNET: Toxicology Data Network
Twayne's Authors Series [Gale]
Twentieth-Century Literary Criticism [Gale]

U
U.S. Census Bureau Data Access Tools
U.S. Congressional Serial Set 1817-1994 [Newsbank]
U.S. Congressional Serial Set Maps [Newsbank]
Ulrich's International Periodicals Directory
Uniform Crime Reports [FBI]
U.S. History Collection [Gale]
U.S. History in Context [Gale]
USDA Economics Statistics & Market Information System

V
Value Line Investment Survey – Standard Edition
ViewFresno
Vocations and Careers Collection [Gale]
Vogue – The Vogue Archive [ProQuest]

W
War and Terrorism Collection [Gale]
Web of Science [ISI/Web of Knowledge]
Westlaw
Wiley Online Library (Partial Journal Package)
World History Collection [Gale]
World’s Fairs: A Global History of Expositions
WorldCat.org [OCLC]
WorldImages Kiosk
Worldwide Political Science Abstracts [ProQuest]

Z
Zoological Record (ISI)